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14 Climate change and the right to
one child

TimMeijers

1 Introductionl

Our planet cunently houses over seven billion people, and the projections say
that this will rise to 10 or ii billion in 2100.2 This raises a worry: are these
demographic developments comparible wirh sustainabiliry-related obligations to
fi.rture generations? This chapter asks when (ifever) the right ro procreare may
be limited for sustainability reasons. People have a 'right to procreate' if the
interest they have in procreating and having their capacity to procreate pro-
tected is morally weighty enough to üump many competing - less important -
claims. Making human behaviour sustainable for intergenerational reasons raises
questions of inra-generational justice: how should the obligations thar come
with restricting humankind's impact to susrainable levels be distributed and,
what sacriûces can we ask fo¡ &om whom? In the lire¡arure on the allocation of
emissions rights, two quesrions are key: (1) how much can a generation emir;
and (2) how should emissions rights be disaibuted? The same questions can be
asked about population: how many children can a generarion have, and how
should procreative rights be disributed? --l

The question under consideration in this chapter is narowed down in tbree
important ways. First, it focuses on reasons stemming tom a concem for sustain-
ability, not on other poæible grounds for limitations on procrearive freedom
(e.g. wrongful life). Second, although population mamers for other sustainabiiity
questions too, I focus on CO2 emissions here. Third, I will assume rhat popula-
tion size matters insofar as it has an iûrpact on how well (future and presenr)
people's lives go: a world with seven biilíon people living sustainably is not
better or worse than a wo¡ld wirh 10 billion people leading equally good lives
sustainably.

This chapter argues that there are good intergenerational reasons to critically
examine the right to procreãre, but it will be cautious about proposing (legai or
policy) means to restrict it. Two distinctions have to be kept in mind. First,
arguments about demographic goals and the me¿ns that can be permissibly used
to reach them are distinct (one.can agree about a cetain goal but disagee about
how to reach it), but they are often conflated in public debate because argu-
ments favouring a certain demographic development are &equently taken to
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imply support for coercive policies. A second, related, distinction is between
moral and legal norms, limits on the right to plocreate discussed l:.erc arc maral
limits, not (necessarily) legally enforceable ones.

This chapter will proceed as follows. Section 2 will focus on the link between
population size and emissions. Section 3 argues against an unlimited interpreta-
tion of the right to procreate, while section 4 defends a limited right to procre,
ate. Before concluding in section 6, section 5 discusses reâsons to exempt the
giobally least well-off f¡om ¡estricting their fertiliry levels.

2 Population size and climate change

The current environmental impact of humanity cannot be sustained: reserves of
non-renewable resources are being exhausted; renewable resources a¡e consumed

at unsustainable rates; emissions cause climate change; and biodiversiry is plum-
meting. Climate change affects many people's lives negatively, leading to clear
rights violations and casualties (e.g. Caney 7010), fu example through desertit-
cation, extreme weather conditions and rising sea levels. This is i¡reversible, but
restricting emissions limis the extent to which the climate will change and
whether (new) tipping points will be crossed. Continuing business as usual

means that future generations may inherit a world that is unabie to provide

enough for a1l to lead good (enough) lives.
As a minimal theory of intergenerational justice, I will assume that this is

impermissible: future generations are (at leastr) owed a world in which good

enough lives can be lived. This requires limiting CO2 emissions so that they
remain within a safe margin in order to prevent latge parts of the planet becom.
ing uninhabitable, unsafe4 or incapable of ptoducing food and other goods (e.g.

Caney 2010). Three variabies detetmine total emissions: population size, per

capita consumption and the emissions per unit of consumption. There are three
distinct strategies to limit the total amount of emissions: changing the numbet
of people, limiting consumption or decreasing (e.g. using green technology)

emissions per unit of consumption.5
Total global emissions are (patially) a function of the size of the population,

and population growth is acknowledged as one of the most important d¡ivers of
rising emissions (Tntetgovemmental Panel on Climate Change 2014' 46). Are
per capita emissions much more important than the size of the populacion, given

that most emissions come from a minority of the global population? The average

Ethiopian emits very iittle (0.1 metric tons of COz), but the average American
emits 176 times as much (17.6 metric tons) (tù7orld Bank 2015). Given that
popuiation growth mostly takes place in countries where per capita emissions

aie very low, shouldn't we focus on reducing emissions in the world's richest
counries instead? High fertility rates in Ethiopia, one may conclude, should not
v/ony us for reasons relating to ciimate change because the counffy's contribu-
tion to growing global emissions is small.

Although the reduction of emissions in afiluent countries is part of any piaus-

ible sustainability strategy, if one believes that povety shouid be eradicated,
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then population growrh in developing counffies marrers. Realizing a world in
which all can lead good (enough) lives is harder with a largei population
because the available CO2 emissions dghts will have to be shared wiitr (many)
more people, so per capita emissions wili have to be lower. Although limiting
CO¡intensive consumption in high-emission counrries is key to limiting emisl
sions. population matters too.

Population size is a function of migration, fertility and mortality. Tweaking
any of these three variables has an effect on populatio. size, be it ly changlni
patterns of migration, invesrments in health o1 rhe number of children people
have (and the momenr in their lives when they have them). Ou, 

"or,."ri 
i,

with the susrainability of the world as a whole, to and from which migration is
impossible. Increasing mortaiity rares in order to limit popuiation slze is an
unacceptable oprion, although some have defended ir.6 This leaves fertility as

the only dernographic variable available to influence population size.
Any plausible srraregy to iimit rotal emissioru will probably involve borh

decreases in fertility and decreases in per capita emissions (through reducing
consumption or rhrough the use of low-emission technology). As noted earlier,
the wo¡ld population consists of over severì billion today, and this number is
projected to grow to 10 or 11 btllion in 2100. Reaching nine billion is inevir-
able, because the latgest generarion ever bom is still to reach a reproducrively
active age. Even if this generarion has fewer chiidren on average, on aggïegare,
population gowth wiil take place. But where population peaks 

"*a"tly 
arrd .h"t

happens afterwards is a consequence of decisions and action taken now.
To what extent should fertility decrease in orde¡ to cap total emissions?

How much procreation and how much per capita emissions a¡e compatible
with the minimal requirements of justice are highly inrertwined quesrions. If
iimiting per capita emissions so thar they are below a certain level is unac-
ceptable, reductions in total emissions have to be accomplished by limiting
fertility. If we think that a teduction in fertility is too much to ask for, a
further decrease in per capita emissions or investments in an increased capa-
ciry of the planet to absorb CO2 (e.g. reforestation) will be needed. In other
words, the question is one ofemphasis: the ways in which acceptable levels of
CO2 emissions can be achieved should be emphasized? To whar exrenr is ir
fair to require peopie to refrain from procreating as part of a sttategy to make
the world more sustainable?

3 Against an unlimited right

One may think rhat people have a right to decide how many children? they
have, be it none, one or many. This inruition is codited in several intemationaì
treaties and declaraiions, often in reference to arricle 16.i of the lJniversalDec.
Imaaon of Hu.man Rights, which states thar (men 

and women of full age, without
limitation due ro race, narionaliry or religion, have the right to marry and found
a family' (United Nations 1948). The rhird Secrerary.General of the UN expli-
citly links this m procreation:
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights describes the family as the
natural and fundamental unit of society. It foliows that any choice and
decision with regard to rhe size of the family must irrevocably rest with the
family itself, and cannot be made by anyone else.

(Thant 1967)

Later documents of the United Nations suggest thar (prospective) parenrs have
to be able to decide 'freely and responsibly ... taking inro accounr the needs of
their living and futu¡e chiidren and their resporuibility ro rhe communiry,
(United Nations 1994, 56-7). Although cerrain procreative decisions can
apparently be judged to be inesponsible, the unlimited tight is nor pur inro
doubt. Is this defensible? i will argue that it cannot be, by appealing ro intemal
and extemal limitatiorx on the right.

Let us start with exte¡nal limitations. A limit is extemal if it is imposed in
o¡der rc protect other rights or concems. For something to be a human right, it
has to be compossible with other human righrs.s If one believes that rights come
with claims, one cannor have a general human right to r and a right ro I if it is
impossible to protect both. How can an unlimited right to procreare clash with
other putative righrs? Having children affecm both parenrs and the resulting
children, but also present and future members of society, somerimes negatively.

The impact on others may be more than a mere serback in terms of (ûnan-
cial) interests.e In a world in which everybody had many children, exrreme scar-
city would a¡ise and stable institurions could prove unsustainable. This would
lead to violation of (rather unconrroversial) rights such as rhe light ro life and
to health and subsistence.lo For example, for a great many people, competition
may arise over ¡esources needed for survival, such as ftesh wâter souices or fertile
ground. A right to procreate understood in its unlimited form would imply that
it would be momlly permissible for ali to act on rhek procrearive potential (the
avenge maximum nurnber ofchildren per women srands at over 15 (Bongaarts
1978; i 1B). Even a minimal theory of justice which requires that future genera-
tions inherit a world in which their basic needs can be mer leads to a limited
understanding of procreatìve rights.

One could object that because very few people have that many children, this
threat would not materialize. Even if this is true, the objection fails. In order for
something to be a right it has to pass rhe universalizability test (e.g. O'Neill
1996): can an unlimited right to procreate be granted to all? The answer is no.
At most, this objection establishes that if sustainability were not a problem,
determining the limits of procreative freedom would not be a particularly press-
ing worry. It does nor show that the right is unlimited.

The right to procreate has intemal limits - limitations for rhe sake of ptotecting
d'e sarne úgl:rrs - too. Again, we can apply the universalizabiliry tese a human right
for some has to be compatibie with the same right for all. Il as a result of overpopu-
lation, future generations live in a depleted world, this may have two consequences.
First, infenility rs much higher among people with insufñcient resources (Baudin,
de la C¡oix and Gobbi 7015); in a poor world, many will lack the capaciry to
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procreate. Second, if the life of children rhar are c¡eated would be very bad due to
overpopulation, pffenß mây have an obiigation to retain ûom procreation; argu-
ably, it is impermissible ro creare a child tlat will have a very bad 1iG. Hence; an
unlimited righr to proüeare is incompatible with ali having the same right.

One may attempr ro use anothe¡ scrategy to defend a right to procreate without
limits: preventing peopie íiom having chilclren violates orlær rights, such as bodily
integrity and privacy, or undermines gender equaliry; enforcing resrricrions on
procteative behaviour is impermissibly coercive or will dþroportionately affect
women. This is as true for rhe ûrst child as it is for the tenth, and hence the right
to procreãre is uniimited. This argumenr fails to take inro accounr the distinction
between enforceable and unenforceabie duties. It is possible to argue that people
wouid be acting wrongly if they have many children while maintaining that others
should not intervene. The argument establishes at most that enforcing limits on
procreation is sometimes impermissible, but not that those having many children
have acted permissibly (see also, for exampie, O'Neill 19i9, 38).

This section attempted to establish that an unrestricted liberty right to pro"
cieate cannot be defended, because such a right may: ( 1 ) clash wirh other rights;
and (2) is incompatible with the same right for ali. The next question will
present arguments for a testricted right to procreate.

4 Arguments for a limited right

The argument in the previous section does rìor mean that there is no right to
procreate at all. Seveml philosophers argue rhat a preference fot having chil-
dren is like other preferences: some people love mountaineering, others like to
travel by plane and yet others decide to have child¡en. In the debates about
parental justice, which focus on the question oføho should pay for child¡en (e.g.
Casal and \Tilliams 1995), it is often implicitly assumed that having children
should be evaluated in a similar way ro rhe other things people do in life. One
important difference is that lrocreation involves the creation of a new human
being with rights. This maters once the child exists, but here I focus on why it
is important that people are allowed to crear¿ children.

Is what is at stake similar to what is at stake in othe¡ plans? This quesrion
matters, because if the interest is sufficiently important, it may be permissibie to
procreate euenif this comes at some cosr to otherc, for example in terms of less
consumption. Take Êeedom ofspeech: even ifwhat I say may harm the interesr
ofothers, I often (but not always) sti11 have the right to say it. The interest that
people have in freedom of speech üumps many othe¡ coruiderations. young
argues that procreation is not liice this:

I argue it is inconsistent to believe rhat ove¡consumption is wrong or bad
yet believe that having children is morally permissible, insofar as they
produce comparable environmental impacts, are voluntary choices and arise
from similar desires.

(Young 2001, 183)
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Do the conditions afte¡ 'insofar' really hold? Having children does lead ro emis-
siors. LeCs suppose tåat people have children voluntatily. This leaves the desires'
that parenthood arises from: is the reason why having childrcn and parenting
matters equivalent to why other activities which contribute to emissions matær?
Not every consumptive act is equal: the consumption of suftcient food is neces-
sary for survival; some consumpdve acts are key to formulating and realizing plarx
in life (e.g. education); and sometimes consumption allows preference sâtisfacdon.
I cannot do fuil jusrice ro these issues here, but let me briefly review the reasons
for thinking thar procrearion is something patticularly important.

4.7 Qontímntíon

There a¡e trvo main reasons why procreadon matters for society as a whole.
First, without future generations, sociefy or humankind will come to an end.
This would mean thar the projects we are a part of and the things we value
would end with rhe deaths of the lasr individuals. Most people conceive of
themselves as part of a larger whole: of a city, a country, a tradition, an ethni-
city, a linguistic group or a profession, etc. These groups, which extend to both
the past and rhe future, are consdtutive of people's identiry and the background
against which they value and develop plans in life. Removing furure people
from the picture mdically affects how we conceive of owselves and what we
corsider wo¡thwhile acriviries. Most people's pians and p¡ojects would have to
be, i{ not abandoned, radically reformulated in light of t}re end of transgenera-
tional projects. Schefiler, somewhat speculatively, say6 rhat a wo¡ld without
future people would be cha¡acterized by "wídespread apathy, ânomie, and
despair; the erosion of social institutions and social solidarity; the deterioration
of tÀe phpical environmenq and by a pervasive loss of conviction about the
value or point ofmany activities". (Schefiler 2013,41-Z)

Perhaps some plans would make sense in the face of human extinction. But
the huge cost of giving up rhe key projects one values and identifres with and
formulating new, differenr plans for those whose plans do nor withstand the end
of humanity is undeniable. For those who do nor manage to contne rhe sources
of value to within rheir own lives - which, I suppose, would be most of us - the
prospect of the end of one's communiry would imply considerable costs. It is
reasonable for people to claim that leading a meaningful iife requires fucure
people, even though it may nor be impossible to lead a meaningful life withour
them. This is rhe meoning argument fo¡ the importance of creating future people.

Second, without sufficient new arrivals, the economy and society would
decline and eventually collapse. New generatiors are necessary for pension and
healthcare û:nding and for the general viability of the economic system.
Perhaps, more importantly, new people are necessary for meeting the basic
needs of the current population as it ages:

A new generation is needed in order to avoid that people die from unneces.
sarily painful and probabiy premarure dearhs. Withour a new generarion,
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the economy would coilapse. It is unavoidable thar many people end their
lives in a state of dependency (the old, the i11, rhe disabled) and if there was
no one to cate fot them they would die hungry, thirsty, without pain reliei
and other palliative care.

(Gheaus 2015,94)

These rrvo argumenrs togerher (economic and care) we couid call tl:re depend-
enc! ørgurnent Íor the importance of there being future people.

There are Ëwo reasons to ìrorrlr about non-continuiry. The dependency argu.
ment and the meaning argumenr establish that people have a weighry inreresr'-
in sufâcient new people coming into exisrence. This means thar the right to
procreate needs to be granted, ât least to some, in order to create enough indi.
viduals to prevent the end or coilapse of society. Any proposal aimed at making
human behaviour compatible wirh the carrying capaciry of the planet shoulã
take into account which demographic dêvelopments socíety can survive. A pro-
posal to limit the population ro the exrent thar it would lead to extinction or
collapse would not be permissible. If that is the case, we should aim to further
limit emissions (or invest in CO2 mitigation). This does not tell us how the
right to procreate should be disuibuted among prospective pa¡enrs. For this we
need to ask why procreation may matter for indíuidunls.

4,2 @íolagícdl) þarenthood,

Vhat makes it important for individuals to be able to procreate? In the discus.
sion that follows, I will assume, for simplicity's sake, that we are dealing with
cases in which (1) people who have children are part of a couple and (2) they
can procreâte without assistance. There ale at leâst two distinct atguments for
the importance of the right.

First, parenthood is a position that gtants access to the development of skills
and certain goods. Brighouse and Swift argue that being able to engage in paren-
tal relationships matters greatly: 'The roie enables them ro exercise and develop
capacities the development and exercise of which are, for many (though not,
certainly, for all), crucial ro rheir living fuily flourishing 1ives.,(Brighouse and
Swift 2006, 95). In addition, palenrhood gives access to goods rhat are
imporent for putsuing most plans in life. It is a way ro cïeare long.lasting
intimate rclationships, ger access to love (and the special kind of love and
intimacy that parent--child relationshþ provide), ctearc an intimate personal
sphere and make a contribution to a life that will (hopefully) outlasr one's own.

Suppose that the following is correcÍ the goods and sicills parenthood gives
access to are important for leading a good (enough) life, alúrough palenting may
not be the only way ro ger access to drese goods. Does a right to procreate follow?
The goods mentioned stem Êom parmmtrclationships, notftomþrocreatior¡ as such:
adoption may suffice. But the number of children available for adoption is limited,
so procreetion ru¿) be the only way ro ger access to a parental relationship. If that
is the case, people have an important intere$ in being allowed to procreate.
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One may object that parenting is nor necessary for leading a good life. This
chapter does not defend the claim that parenthood is a need or something
people oøght to do, but that having the possibiliry maters, compared with
romantic relationships, without which some can lead fulñlling lives. This does
not disprove that relationships are extremely impolrant to rhose who do wish to
engage in them. Only very weighty reasons suff.ce to require someone not to
puÎsue these.

So far, the importance of the goods and sklls that parenthood allows people to
access has been emphasized. There may be additional reasons why having the right
to proceate is important. Many value (biological) parenthood for non-irutrumentai
reasons. Having children is part of how people tlink of their (future) selves and
what they see as a no¡mal human life. Requidng people not to procreare amounts
to asking them to give up on something key to their plans and identþ.

Nothing I have said so far suggests that having biological children is in any
objective sense better than parenting children rhat are genetically un¡elated.
Insofar as this attachment to biological ties is culturally and not biologically
determined, it is subject to change. Sustainability strategies may aim for idea-
tional change of this commitment to biological parenthood so rhat ptocrearion
becomes a less crucial aspect of life for future generations.

These arguments support a right to proqeâte that is both limited and condi-
tional. It is conditional because procrea¡ion is seen as instrumental to parent.
hood. lfprocreators a¡e eithe¡ unable or unwilling to parent the resulting child,
they lack the right - unless others will parent said child (e.g. surrogate morheï-
hood). It is limited because it establishes the right to parenr one chilÅ. The right
to have a fi¡st child and the right to have an additional child are fundamentaily
different. The û¡st child gives access ro parenthood, whe¡eas the second child
does noü the procreators are already parents.

'!7e can now present an altemative reading of the right to found a family as

formulated in the Uniqtersal Declaration of Human Rþhts. There are good reasons
to grant people the right to found a family, but respecting this right requires the
opportunity to have one child, not to have many. Having one child is suficient
to found a family: additional chii&en enlarge but do not establish a family with
parent-child relationships. This does not imply that having mo¡e than one
child is alnr.,ays impermissible. It may be that having more children is permiss-

ible. The right kind of balance between limiting ferrility and per capita emis.
sions will probabiy depend on how much value people attach to having large
families as opposed to being able to have high per capita emissions on which
teduction can be enforced in a morally permissible way. \ühat is at stake in
these additional procreative entitlements is of lesser importance and hence is

more easily overridden by reasons other than the right to have the trst child.
This argument has clear implications for how procreative entiÍlements should

be distributed, whereas continuation arguments have implications for the
aggegate number of entitlements. A sustainabiliry súategy that would aim at
loweting fertility to acceptable levels but would distribute it unevenly among
those who want to parent would not be acceptable.
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Are parents entitled to less emissions rights because they already have chil-
dren and this has an envi¡onmental impact? One could argue that the amount
of CO2 emissions availabie should be divided equally and those cos'ts calculared
in terms of CO, caused by having children taken out of people's share. \ühether
parenß are subsequently entitled to fewer emissions is too diftcult a quesrion to
discuss here. But rhe arguments presented here do establish that people's fair
share should ideally include enough resources ro plocreate and parent (e.g. if
procreation counts as CO, consumption, one should have at least enough emis-
sions entitlemenrs to parent and lead a good enough life).

\Mhat this section aimed ro establish is that people have a weighty ir-rreresr in
engaging in parental relationships. This justifies a conditional right to procreare:
if procreation is necessary for parenthood, people cannot (unless for very
weighty reasons) reasonably be required not to have children, although it may
not be unreasonable to require them to stop at one. Refusing people the right ro
one child needs very weighty conside¡ations.

5 Poverty and procreation

lV-hat I have argued so far is that sustainability concems can justify limits on the
right to procreate, but that it should be non-ni1. The following claim is compat.
ible with what I have argued so far:

Pl: ]t is reasonable to morally require people to have no more than one
child if this is needed ro limit emissions, while protecting theit right to
have one child (i.e. it is unreasonable - in most circumstances - to ask
people to have tero children).

This section considers whether Pl is reasonable in a world like ours (continuing
to assume that all people live together as couplesll). This one child requirement
is norhing Ilke one chilÅ"þoLicies that we are familiar with, such as the Chinese
one. One can reject a one child policy because it asks too much of people or
because the means used to enforce it are impermissible. I have only shown that
the ûrst kind of argument may fail (although it may not in the case of China): a
sustainability srategy leaving room for a right to one child per couple does not
necessarily place unreasonable demands on people. The second line of argument
against one child policies is unaffected by what I say here.

There are several possible reasons to justifii exemptions to Pl. In some cir-
cumstânces it may be reasonable to ask people not to have a child at all, say in a
wrongful life case. In other circumstances it may not be reasonable to require
people to have only one child. I will consider here whether it is teasonable to
require all to have only one child, in light ofglobal poverry and inequaliry.

Fertility rates ate highest in the world's ieast deveioped regions, especially
sub-Saharan Afiica (May 2012,77). There are two main reasons why P1 argu-
ably places disproportionate demands on rhose who are already badly off. First,
one may argue that it would be unfair to ask those who contribute very little to
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tonl emissions to make sactiûces in order to limit them. Second, the causes of
high feililiry are ded up with injustices. Asking the poor ro have fewer children
amounts to asking the victims of injustice to solve it. Although this may some-
times be unavoidable, it should be avoided if possible.

Although the determinants of fertility are grearly debated,lz 1et me discuss
three (sets of) mechanisms that are relatively unconuoversial. Fi¡st, poverty and
hþh child mortality correlate with high fertility. There are severai explanations
for this: children are (necessary) sources of cheap labour and - in the absence of
pensions, social security or medical insurance - they are a protection against old
age povefty. lf child rnortality is high, having many children is a good strategy
to make su¡e a sufficient number of children suwive. The dcpenlcncy drgument
used on the coilective level applies on a family scale here. Ifhaving many chil-
dren is the only viable way to meet basic needs (now or in old age), Pl is too
burdensome. Changing the citcumstances that make this so - loweting chiid
mortality and addtessing (old age) poverty - is a requirement ofjustice on any
plausible âccount. If this is right, it seems that instead of demanding lowe¡ fer-
tility, priority should lie wirh meeting these demands of justice. As a side effect
of ureeting the requirements of justice, fertillty rates will dtop, and once people
have a real choice their decisions may be subject to Pl.

Second, access to and knowledge about birrh conrol influences fertility rates.
]n the absence ofthese, reÍìaining from sexual intercourse altogether is the only
trustwortþ altemative. Nussbaum lists 'opportunities for sexual satisfacrion and
for choice in matters of reproduction' as among the basic capabilities (under the
heading of bodily integrity) (Nussbaum 200I,76).If she is right, the lack of con-
trâceptiofl and knowledge about it would be sufácient to excuse those who do
not act on Pl. Making contraception available would have two important
effects, To begin with, it would al1ow people to stop procreating once they
didn't want additional child¡en. This would only work if peopie already wanted
fewer children. In addition, it would alter pre.existing preferences. The wide-
spread availabiliry of efûcient birth control probably conr¡ibuted rc changes in
family formation. By making childless unions and delayed childbearing and
deiayed marriage possibilities, it contdbuted to decoupling marriage and parent.
hood (van de Kaa 1996, 422). Delayed childbearing alone has a signiûcant
effect on the size of a population.l3 People may freely decide to have fewer chil-
dren once cont¡aception is avzrilable, limiting the need for P1. But requiring
people with very litt1e knowledge about, or insuftcient access to, efficient birth
control to stop procreating may be too much to ask.

Third, as has been emphasized since the 1.994 Ca:r.o Conference, the devel.
opment and education of women correlates strongly with lower fertility rates
(May 2012,149-52). Sen has shown that fertility rates have dropped fastest in
regions of India where the position of women has improved, faster than under
repressive fertiliry regimes (Sen 2001a, 219-73). This should be expected
because the costs ofhigh fertility rates a¡e carried almost exclusively by women.
In Sen's words, many young women are 'shackled to a life of persistent bearing
and raising of children' (Sen 2001b, 169). Emancipation makes having fewer
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children an option: '[S]ince women's inrerests are very badly served by high fer-
tility rates imposed on them, they can be expected to correct this adversity
given more decisional power' (Sen 200ib, 169). 1ü/hether lower fertiiity is an
effect of increased eaming potential and ûnancial independence, increased
opportunity costs and levels of education or a combination of several factors is
hard to establish. However, it is safe to say thar overall an increase in gender
equality lowers fertiliry rares and child mortality (Sen 2001b, i73).1a Blaming
women in disadvantaged positions for not acting on P1 seems unreasonable in
the light of these considerations.

A decline in fertiliry rares is in rhe interests of the global poor.15 High fertil-
iry constitutes a kind of poverty ffap: it is both (partially) a coruequence and
(pa¡tially) a cause of poverry and lack of developmenr. However, it is often
rational for indivídual famikes to have many children. Improving their position
(in the ways suggested above) takes av/ay rhis discrepancy between what is
rational for the individual and what is best for both the poorer communities
themselves and the world as a whole ro a very large extent. Although people
may still choose ro have more than one child, they will now have a choice.

This section has aimed to argue rwo rhings. First, it suggests that addressing
grave (global) injustices may be necessary before acting on P1 can be required.
Second, it emphasizes that addressing inequaliry and povefty may very well limit
the need for P1, because fertiliry levels will drop once injustices a¡e addressed.
Barry said that 'it is clea¡ that everytling rhat needs to be done to hold down
population gro'üth will at the same time contribute to the cause of justice,
(Barty 2005, 263). 'Ever¡hing' may be roo optimisric, but both objections
raised at the beginning of this section can be resolved. Tackling gïave injusrices
leads to lower fertility without unfairly asking the global poor to make sacritces
to reduce emissions.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued for four different claims. First, that there cânnot be
an unlimited right to procreate. Second, that there are good reasons to assign
rnoral weight to the interest in procreation, suficienr to protecr it by introduc.
ing a right to have one child per couple, and * on rhe collective level - enough
ptocreative entitlements to sustain the community. The key idea is that in
designing a sustainability streregy, emphasis should be placed on variables other
t}ran population (if possible) ro the exrenr that this emphasis is necessary ro
protect the important interest that individuals and communities have in ptocre-
ation. This may mean that investment in green technology or reducing per
capita consumption are required. Similarly, it may mean that investment in
mitigation strategies (to increase the total amount of CO2 rhat can be permiss-
ibly emitted, through reforestation or orher ways of absorbing COr) is required
in order to accommodare addidonal people. Thfud, i have argued that there is a
set ofcircumstances in which it would be unfair to require people to act on Pl.
A fourth, related, argument is rhar reducing global inequalities (including
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Tablz 14.1 Which argument leads to what kind of right?
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2 A.recent paper aims to show that 'there is an 80o/o probabiliry that wo¡ld population
will increase to bemeen 9.6 billion and i2.3 billion in 21OO' (Gerland et øl .iOi+,Zl+).

3 One may think that we owe futu¡e generatiom more (e.g. equality) than sufficiency.
For an overview of different views, see Gosseries 2008.

4 An additional advantage of a smaller population is that climate change ís easier to
deal with. Popuiation pressure leads people to move into areas dangerous due to
climate change (e.g. Bangladesh delta).

5 This draws on the IPAT formula: I for impact (in this case total emissions), which is
a function of Population (P), Affluence (A) and Technology (T). More people, more
affluence and the less advanced green technoiogy all increase I (Ehrlich ãnd Holdren
1971).

6 Some Malthusians have argued for letting'Tetullian blessings' such as war, pests and
famines take their course (Hardin 1974). These arguments are both empirically and
morally indefensibly flawed (for an excellent rejection see Shue 1996, 97-IOÐ.

7 Procreating and parenting âre two distinct activities, but I run them together here for
simplicity's sake.

I This is not an uncontrove¡sial claim (e.g. Grifân 2008, ch. 3 ).
9 Some argue that these can already be good enough reasons to require people to either

a) pay for children themselves or b) refrain íiom procreating (e.g. Casal and Villiams
1.995).

10 I borrow these rights from Caney (2010).
11 This_ is for simplicity's sake. \ä/e could work out what the arguments imply for other

family arrangements.
12 For an ovetriew of the literatu¡e on the cleterminants of fertility, see van de Kaa

(1996) and Dasgupta (2000).
13 This is true even if fertility rates remain constant, because the¡e is less overlap

between generations.
i4 Some point out that education also decreases childlessness (Baudin, de la Croix and

Gobbi 2015, innoduction). This wìll probably not offset the downwârd effecr on totâl
fertility because estimated 'unmet needs'for fertility conrrol are huge; 13? million
women who do not want additional children do not practice contraception (Bon-
gaarts and Sinding 2009).

15 One of the advantages of a demographic transition towa¡ds lower fertility is a possible
demographic dividend: higher per capira invesrment in the next generatioà (May
2012,48-52).

Depenàercy Ø.1) Meming(4.1) Pumtineø.2) Pouerty g)

Limited right
for some.

Yes, sufficient
procreation for
sustainable
economy and

No.

Yes, suflcient Yes, sufficient
p¡oüeation to children to
make parent.
communiry
continue

Yes, in order to
protect the
basic ínterest
of the parents.

No.No.Limited dghr to
one child for
all.

Right to more
than one

Yes, if needed
to become
parent.

No. Yes, if no
reasonable
alternative.

No.

child for
some.

Right to more
than one
child for all.

Unlimited right. No. No.

gender equality) can produce fairer intergenerational ourcomes. Fol â summaty
ofthe kind ofright each secrion aimed to justify, see Table 14.1.

What are the consequences of choosing a strategy to limit emissions to sus-
tainable levels? When striking a balance between lowering per capita emissions
and limiting procreetion, a prioriry should be placed on iimiting superlluous
emissions that do not contribute to goals as important as parenting. This is in
order to protect the interest people have in there being sufficient births for con-
tinuity and to allow people to become parents. Importantly, in an unequal world
like ours, limiting ferility levels will have to go hand in hand with addressing
global poverty; this will decrease fertility as well as open up rhe possibiliry for
further fertiiity reduction because proceation becomes a choice rather rhan a
necessity.

Notes

1 I am especially grateful to Axel Gosseries, who has commented on several drafts of
this chapter. For comments and discussions I would like to thank Anca Gheaus,
Andrea Felicetti, C¡istián Fatauros, Danielle Zwarthoed, David Axelsen, Emanuele
Mura, Gerhard Bos, Henry Shue, Ingrid Robeyns, Iñigo Gonzále2, Juliana Bidada-
nure, Joachim Nieuwland, Jos Philips, Marcus Düweli, Maxime Lambrecht, Paula
Gobbi, Sandrine Blanc, Siba Harb, Stephany Donze, Thierry Ngosso and Thomas
Ferretti. Thanks are due also to the participants at workshops held at Utrecht Uni.
versiry, the University of Louvain and the University of Glasgow and the participants
at the ESF 'Ríghts to a Green Future' network meetings where earlier versions of this
chapter were presented. I acknowledge the support of the F.R.S.-FNRS (FRESH), the
ARC project on sustainability (French community of Belgium) and the ESF-funded
networking programme 'Rights to a Green Future'.
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15 The institutional representation o{
future generations

SanÅor Fulop

1 Introduction

Intergenerational justice v/as the main element of the term ,,sustainable devel-
opment" - at leasr in the deûnition developed by the Brundtland Commission
in 1987 when it formulated its famous sentence: "\7e act as we do because we
can get away with it: futu¡e generations do not vote, they have no political or
tnancial power; they cannot challenge our decisions." Can they? The obvious
answer is that they can if they have proper represenrarion, which has appeared
relatively siowly and decades later than the Brundtland Commission established
the logical premises for it. In the years following 2000, certain stare bodies
started to appear here and there that were whoily or partly responsible for future
generations, for example the pariiamentary commissions in Finland and Israei
and the Hungarian Ombudsman for Fuure Generations.

Since the planetary boundaries we trespass are of a global natu¡e, sooner or
late¡ the institutional representation of future generations wiil emerge as a
global govemance issue, too. In this article we are going to analyse three majot
international legal documents: a reporr of the Secretary-General of the tlN; a
final report of the LIN Special Rapporteur, John Knox; and the draft Susrainable
Development Goals. These documenrs either raise directly the necessiry of
institutional tepresentation of future generations or discuss the global ecological
problems that could only be solved by having such an extraordinary institu-
tional arrangement,

The national-level organisations for fuure generarions (hereafter FGOs) have
deveþed some typical fi¡ncdons: legal advocacy, a think tank and a complaint
ofñce ¡ole. My hlpothesis is that rhe fr.¡nctiors ensuing from the three environ-
mental and human dghts documents under consideration fall into these categories.
Furthermore, these documents provide abundant information not only on the types
of functions of the FGOs, but also on the conditions of theit effective opemrion.

2 Is there a legal-institutional solution for the ecological crises?

Befo¡e we enter into the analysis of these important legal texts, let us consider
the merits of the legal-institutional solutions as compared to the more organic
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